
NORTH HERTFORDSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL

CABINET PANEL ON THE ENVIRONMENT

THURSDAY, 28TH NOVEMBER, 2019

SUPPLEMENTARY AGENDA
Please find attached supplementary papers relating to the above meeting, as follows:

Agenda No Item

5.  PUBLIC PARTICIPATION  (Pages 3 - 22)

To receive petitions, comments and questions from the public.

Please note that speakers should register their interest to speak by midday 
two days before the meeting.
The Chairman has requested that a written submission of the 
content/subject of the presentation be submitted to 
committee.services@north-herts.gov.uk by the above deadline.
Those selected to make presentations will be advised the day before the 
meeting.

Please find attached written submissions

Public Document Pack

mailto:committee.services@north-herts.gov.uk
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  Presentation to NHDC Environmental Panel 
                     On Biodiversity and Food

Transition Town Letchworth supports people to Grow their own food, promoting organic methods. 

Letchworth Organic Gardeners 
(affiliated to Garden Organic) 
- a support and social group for 
people growing their own 
produce

Grower’s Market – a monthly 
stall for swapping or selling home 
grown food surplus or simply 
buying very fresh local fruit and 
veg. Small plants are also sold at 
the start of the season.

Community Apple Pressings – the 
local community is invited to bring 
apples they’ve picked from their 
garden, community orchards and get 
involved in scratting, pressing and 
bottling.

Educational Allotment for Families - With the support of NHDC, and, if TTL are successful a grant from the 
Heritage Foundation, TTL are converting a vacant allotment on the Woolgrove site into an Educational Allotment 
where at any time up to four local families will be supported by TTL volunteers to start growing their own food 
using organic methods.  
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        Supporting Local People to Grow Food
          NHDC Allotments / Compost Access

➢ Information available on NHDC website suggests there are plenty of vacant NHDC allotments. 

➢ In Letchworth the Heritage Foundation also have allotment but no vacancies.    

➢ Heritage Foundation allotments are £46 a year, the NHDC rate is £140. 

Produce a strategy to increase NHDC allotment uptake. The strategy could consider:
● A marketing campaign to raise awareness of existence of allotments.
● Addressing issues, like vandalism, if these exist and are deterring people from renting allotments.
● Review if the price is set too high (supply is exceeding demand).
● Consider if more half size allotments could increase take-up.
● If TTL educational allotment proves successful consider setting up educational allotments on 

other sites with high vacancy rates. 

Consider setting up local compost sites on estates where gardens are small, allowing residents to
● Avoid the brown bin charge for taking what may be very small amounts of garden waste.
● Provide a local source of compost for people to use in pots, gardens and allotments.
● Reduce the carbon associated with collecting and transporting garden waste.
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  Planting Schemes - Edibles
Sunnyside Hitchin
See small spaces big dreams series 2 episode 5

The Wynd - Letchworth

Local examples of sites where food is grown 
for the benefit of the community.

   Council Planting Schemes - Edibles
Essbare Trier Incredible Edible Todmorden

Follow the example of other councils, both in the UK and Abroad, by becoming actively involved 
in community food growing with the first step being the identification of council spaces that can 
be used for this purpose.
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 Council Practices / Regulatory Activities – Water 

Review council practices and regulatory activities to minimise water use, reduce flood risk and 
allow local aquifers to be replenished by rain. For example:

● Check that toilets and taps in council premises are low water flow / flush.
● Implement and encourage water permeable solutions for paths, cycle ways and driveways, 

adjusting NHDC Planning Requirements to discourage unnecessary hardstanding. 
● Review Environmental Health guidelines with the aim of achieving the required Health 

Standards whilst minimising water usage.

➢ North Herts is home to many chalk streams and approximately 60% of the water for public 
supply comes from local chalk aquifers. 

➢ The upper reaches of a chalk stream naturally dry out as groundwater levels decline but flow 
should return to them as rain replenishes groundwaters and the aquifers in Autumn and Spring.

➢ Affinity Water are working with partners to try and enhance and restore a number of chalk 
streams locally in an effort to protect these globally rare habitats which are rich in biodiversity. 

➢ Affinity water has recently notified customers that over the last three years we've had 
insufficient rain and they may need to introduce water restrictions in spring 2020.

➢ In our area the average person’s daily water use is 158 litres (nationally the average is 141 
litres). This needs to fall to 100 litres according to the Environment Agency.
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Chalk Streams and the R Ivel

There are 210 Chalk streams in the world of which the Ivel is one with 160 in UK (Guardian 1). ie 76% 
of the worlds chalk streams are in the UK! Yet the vast majority of these are impacted on by the 
human race largely through over abstraction. Chalk streams are a unique habitat and a biodiversity 
hotspot. We cry out when the Amazon is cut down yet turn a blind eye to the loss of internationally 
important chalk streams.

The river Ivel in Baldock is a chalk stream and through lack of rainfall and abstraction the head 
waters have dried out and the river has migrated downstream. The remaining river has very reduced 
flow.

To counter this Affinity Water have conducted a study on the Ivel with a view to improving its 
condition (Through the EU WFD). To improve flows they propose the installation of a BH at the 
springs to pump water out and release it into the river.

The question is why further pump an already over abstracted aquifer? This was even quoted on a FB 
comment on the FOBGS FB page! There is a disconnect between Affinity Water (Potable water 
supplier), and Anglian Water (Waste Water supplier). As Affinity Water hare are the licence holders 
and abstracters it falls to them to mitigate the impact of their abstraction. My question is how 
involved have AW been in this process? There was a STW at Ivel Springs that released its treated 
water into the Ivel and maintained flow. Sewerage is now pumped to Letchworth for treatment and 
released into the Pix. Whilst more expensive could some of this water be pumped back to Baldock 
and released into the Ivel?

Now we are grateful for the proposed support scheme but feel it is a poor solution. In Cambridge all 
chalk streams are supported by such schemes. In some cases, they are supported by multiple BHs 
and these are running dry with the EA questioning how effective this solution is. At other sites this 
water simply disappears down the spring holes. In the Ivel will this water even make it over the weir 
downstream of Ivel Springs or past the large mill pond at Radwell?

What we need is more rain but we can’t influence the weather. With climate change rain fall is likely 
to become even more un-predictable. What we need is for people to realise these unique habitats 
and reduce their water usage dramatically. Could we start installing smart water meters and 
encourage friendly competition between neighbours to use less water as has been done elsewhere!? 
With groundwater already over abstracted and large new developments proposed could these be 
supplied by surface water from Grafham in a closed supply network (to counter the water quality 
problem of mixing ground water and surface water)? These are just a few ideas but Im calling on you 
to join the conversation and help conserve these endangered habitats.

1: https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2014/jul/24/threat-chalk-streams-unique-
contribution-global-ecology)
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Construction and Infrastructure CO2 Management Planning  

The council will develop a set of requirements which aim to manage and reduce the CO2 
emissions created by all construction and infrastructure projects, which require planning 
and are approved by the council. 
The objective would be to make these construction activities as close to being carbon 
neutral or ideally carbon negative. Applicants would be required to submit a CO2 
Management Plan as part of their planning application. 

These CO2 management plans would initially comprise two elements -

1-Management of arboricultural features at the site
2-Management and control of CO2 production

1-Management of arboricultural features at the site –
Background - The UK is one of the least wooded areas of Europe, with just 13 % woodland 
cover (Forest Research report 2019) compared to around 37 % for European Union (EU) 
countries.  The UK is also currently going through a significant period of house building and 
infrastructure projects.  Millions of trees, hedgerows and bushes are being removed to 
facilitate these developments. 
At the same time the need to reduce CO2 emissions is now an urgent environmental crisis 
recognised worldwide. Current planning guidelines require landscaping and tree planting on 
these schemes - however what they do not require is for the replacement of the CO2 
absorption properties of the trees and existing plants that have been removed. A mature 
tree absorbs many more times CO2 as small replacement saplings. It will take decades 
before these replacement plants can begin to remove the same amount of CO2 as the felled 
mature trees. The UK has not got that time and we need to replenish and accelerate the 
carbon reduction/absorption quantities from now on.

Some examples   

   photo of felled trees taken as construction started.

ref – planning 
application 17/02812/1DOC - a new 
development of 19 houses in Turnpike 
Lane Ickleford. Approximately 59 trees 
with an average height of 10 meters are 
being removed and are being replaced 
with 48 new trees with an average 
height of just 2.8metres - a net reduction 
of the original carbon absorption at this 
site - and this does not take into account 
all the other bushes, shrubs and 
hedgerows which have been removed 
which also contribute to CO2 removal 
and absorption.
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ref - planning application 18/01635/FP Walnut Tree Road Pirton. -
This development plans to remove 30 trees, the majority of which are in excess of 12 metres 
high and replace them with 33 new trees the size of which is unspecified, however looking 
at the size and scaling on the applicants drawings they will be small saplings perhaps a 
metre or two high - a net reduction of the original carbon absorption at this site. 

Current planning rules do not require like for like replacement of trees and shrubbery. All 
over the UK CO2 absorption is being lost as insufficient tress are being planted to replace 
those lost on construction sites and infrastructure projects,
 A like for like CO2 absorption requirement will help stop this decline.
 Obtaining planning permission needs to incorporate a condition that all building 
developments, construction and infrastructure projects are required to replace the CO2 
absorption rates lost by the removal of trees, saplings and hedgerows due to the proposed 
works - by the end of the project. 
 
This also presents an opportunity for the council to improve amenity spaces and protect our 
precious countryside. If you look at a map of North Herts you will see that the space 
between towns and villages has been declining over many decades such that there now only 
exists one or two fields or wild areas that prevent our towns and villages from becoming 
one large urban sprawl. 
Look at Hitchin and Ickleford, Gosmore and Hitchin, St Ippolytts and Gosmore, Little 
Wymondley and Stevenage, Hitchin and Letchworth - all only separated by one or two 
arable fields or pastures. 
If this new policy is adopted developers will be looking for sites to plant the additional trees 
required to offset their CO2 activities on their sites. If the council can influence the 
landowners these spaces could be planted and become new forests keeping the identity of 
these settlements separate and would also improve the outlook and landscaping for many 
residents whose current view is houses from the next settlement.

2 – Management and control of CO2 production

As part of the planning application the applicant will submit a CO2 Management and Control 
plan.  This plan should deal with practices both on and off site which generate CO2 and 
include plans to minimise this so as to generate the least CO2 as possible. 

Diesel and petrol powered equipment is used extensively on construction sites, - quite often 
these machines will be left running for hours or all day even when not being used. It used to 
be that diesel engines used less fuel being left running rather than being switched on and off 
through the day. The technology to make it efficient to switch these machines off and on 
when not required is readily available, and there is a need a for a perception change here. 
This plan should look at the use of electric machinery and vehicles where possible, and 
include electric charge points on site. These charging points should be incorporated into the 
development for the end users. Where no electrical supply is available renewable energy 
should be used where possible to provide temporary site electricity rather than Diesel 
generators.

An example of a current construction site

https://youtu.be/nPRViK1cuW4
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The video in this link relates to a current construction site being operated by Cala Homes in 
Pirton

It shows a blue container, which is a diesel generator required to provide electricity for the 
site offices. This generator has been running for in excess of a year – sometimes 
continuously 24 hours a day. You will also see the site offices have large flat roofs which 
could accommodate solar panels for electricity generation. There is also space in the 
compound for a wind turbine. Finally, you will see existing power lines running adjacent to 
the site, which could have provided temporary electricity for the site offices. 

The front of this site has had permanent electrical supplies connected to the new properties 
for several months so again a temporary electrical supply could have been installed from 
here to the site offices rather than relying on the diesel generator.

The final part of this plan should identify what CO2 reduction opportunities the applicant 
has built into their development.
These should consider and include where possible –

– Charging points for electric vehicles
– Solar panels for electricity generation
– Wind turbine for electricity generation.
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'RON'S PLOT' COMMUNITY ALLOTMENT GARDEN

Getting Rooted C.I.C. was set up by Aletheia Mashiri to create, 
demonstrate and teach models of sustainable and regenerative practice 
in order to foster resilience within communities using permaculture 
design principles (rooted in horticulture: local food production and wild 
life protection); drawing from the permaculture ethics of ‘care of the 
earth’ (recycling and care of the environment); ‘care of people’ (social 
and therapeutic horticulture); and ‘sharing fairly’ (surplus seedlings and 
produce shared within communities and between local green projects).

As well as our Sunnyside Community Front Garden and raised veg beds 
at Our Lady's Church/Hitchin Foodbank we run an outdoor learning and 
sharing garden Ron's Plot Community Allotment in Westmill.  We also 
share surplus produce with the Hitchin Food Rescue Hub led by Emma 
Goulding and try to support and encourage outside local green projects 
by way of plant and seedling donations.

Mary Marshall is a regular volunteer at Ron's Plot and will be kindly 
representing and sharing about this project and other green initiatives 
she is involved with locally.

On the topic of trees helping biodiversity: 
Forests and trees provide ecosystem services
Trees provide soil and water conservation, facilitate carbon 
sequestration, improve biodiversity and increase the number of 
pollinators and natural pest predators, like birds. ... Forests also provide 
bridges to aid wildlife movement through agricultural lands.

We are in the process of applying for trees from the Woodland Trust for 
the ‘canopy’ layer of our developing miniature food forest at ‘Ron’s Plot’ 
community garden with the possibility of sharing with other green 
projects.  Some of the trees will produce food for both humans and wild 
life as well as hazel for coppicing for use in our garden work.  

As we have noticed the impact of climate change producing extreme 
weather patterns we are creating a more resilient planting scheme. 

Three of the native species chosen to thrive in urban environments 
include crab apple, rowan and hazel which are also attractive to 
pollinating bees. In this regard we aim to support our allotment site 
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neighbours Buzzworks at their Burford Way Allotment site 'Honeyworks' 
in monitoring and preserving wild bees.

We hope by demonstrating and modelling more sustainable practices 
and encouraging biodiversity that we encourage other people to do the 
same.
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